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f ff ph gh

All of these words have the /f/ sound coded f.

/f/ fun

familiar

LookLook
CoverCover
WriteWrite

Ask       Ask       
someone   someone   

to test     to test     
you on you on 
these these 
words.words.

foreign

forty

frequent

profession

sacrifice

twelfth 

f ff ph gh

All of these words have the /f/ sound coded ff.

/f/ fun

sufficient

LookLook
CoverCover
WriteWrite

Ask       Ask       
someone   someone   

to test     to test     
you on you on 
these these 
words.words.

difficult

different

effect

affect
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f ff ph gh

All of these words have the /f/ sound coded gh.

/f/ fun

enough

LookLook
CoverCover
WriteWrite

Ask       Ask       
someone   someone   

to test     to test     
you on you on 
these these 
words.words.

cough

laugh

tough

rough

f ff ph gh

All of these words have the /f/ sound coded ph.

/f/ fun

physical

LookLook
CoverCover
WriteWrite

Ask       Ask       
someone   someone   

to test     to test     
you on you on 
these these 
words.words.

graph

dolphin

triumph

paragraph
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f ff ph gh

/f/ fun

Task 1:Task 1: As well as being a prefix pro is an abbreviation for professional, meaning something 
someone does to earn a wage. If you were a pro ice cream taster, you would be paid to eat ice 
cream all day. Test if you are a pro or amateur speller by tracking the correctly spelt words in 
the table below, from Start to Finish. You can move in any direction, except diagonallyexcept diagonally.

Task 2:Task 2: Be a detective and find the missing word. The number in the box indicates the letter in 
the correct spelling that you need to write down. Do you know what the word means?

definat flavorous earth symbol sistem treasure

acident oxygen flavourous separate busines business

pyramid regular erth interest bisy typical

oyxgen seperate earth ordinary biuld buisines

piramid minite analisis notice accident leisure

sistem minute hynm expariment posishun acident

Start

Finish

Frequant profession diferent familair frequently forty

familiar forty forword sacrifice frut profession

fourty February foreign Febuary profesion differant

forain sacrifighs frequently profession fruit frequantly

famileer forain fruit familar sacrifice forwards

1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th 8th

Super Scoder 1 /f/ sound. Name: _____________________
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11

22
33

44

55
66

77

88

f ff ph gh

/f/ fun

Words with this code: Words with this code: trophy, phone, elephant, pharmacy, dolphin, orphan, triumph, graph, 
paragraph, physique. 

Task 1:Task 1: Can you complete a crossword 
with just a single word as a clue? If you 
get stuck look at the ‘words with this 
code.’

Across
2.

chart
5.

award

6.
writing

7.
cam

era
8.

chem
ist

Down
1.

signature
3.

strength
4.

trunk
8.

cell

Super Scoder 2 /f/ sound. Name: _____________________
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Task 1:Task 1: Look at the images below and suggest a song or a type of music that might affect 
(alter) the character’s mood. Add the word affect and complete the sentence.

In 2009, archaeologists in Germany uncovered a flute carved from a vulture’s wing bone. The 
delicate artifact is the oldest known musical instrument on earth and is believed to be around 
40,000 years old.  Music has been such an important part of human life for so long because of 
the way it makes us feel and the affect it has on our mind and body.

Think about your favourite songs and pieces of music. When you listen to them how do they 
affect you and make you feel?

The music I would suggest is _______________________________ this would 

_______________________ (alter) their mood and make them ________________

______________________________.

The music I would suggest is _______________________________ this would 

_______________________ (alter) their mood and make them ________________

______________________________.

The music I would suggest is _______________________________ this would 

_______________________ (alter) their mood and make them ________________

______________________________.

The music I would suggest is _______________________________ this would 

_______________________ (alter) their mood and make them ________________

______________________________.

Super Scoder 3 /f/ sound. Name: _____________________
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Task 1: Task 1: Draw a line to match the music to the effect. On your line write the word effect.

Task 2: Task 2: Complete these diagrams and create your own to show the affect and the effect. 

We have seen how music can affect and change our mood. 

The are also lots of effects (end results) of music.

An upbeat party song. Brings supporters together.

Football song or chant
Dancing and throwing your 
moves on the dancefloor.

A repetitive song about 
counting sheep

Sobbing and crying 

A sad love song. Sleeping and snoring

National anthem 
Standing up and sing with 
pride.

alter end result

affect of music effect

Super Scoder 4 /f/ sound. Name: _____________________
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f ff ph gh

/f/ fun

Task 1:Task 1: First, find all the words in the list. 
Words can go in any direction and share letters as well as cross over each other. 
Once you find all the words, copy the unused letters (starting in the top left corner) into the 
blanks to reveal the hidden message.

rr tt hh ee gg hh cc oo dd gg ee cc aa nn hh

mm ee aa kk ee tt hh ee ff hh aa nn dd tt gg

hh ee tt gg ss oo uu nn dd oo mm bb cc pp uu

tt ss oo hh gg dd ii tt ee uu qq ss dd ee oo

hh qq mm dd gg nn vv nn pp ll gg rr jj cc rr

qq ss zz cc tt uu oo nn gg oo hh pp hh qq xx

kk ee vv oo xx uu aa tt ee pp ee pp rr kk ww

mm ss uu yy gg ww nn ll mm cc rr rr mm bb ss

nn gg ww hh ff mm jj kk ff ee kk tt dd ii qq

hh zz cc tt hh yy tt ww nn ii ii kk kk rr bb

yy ff tt ww mm nn kk hh hh oo nn nn pp ff tt

tt ii oo ss qq aa pp ww qq xx tt gg cc xx hh

xx cc ee hh gg uu oo cc aa vv ll vv hh jj vv

oo mm ii bb jj uu oo hh hh rr ww pp jj ss oo

ww mm nn ii vv ll bb tt ww oo vv zz bb hh kk

Words

cough
ghost
rough
enough
ghoul
tough
gherkin
laughter

Super Scoder 5 /f/ sound. Name: _____________________
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